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Orchesis Gives
Modern Dances
In Annual Recital
Orchesis, the Modern Dance
Club, presents its annual recital
tonight, February 11, at 8:15 p.m.
in Severance Gymnasium. The pro-
gram, entitled '"Scentimental Jour-
ney." will depict the moods sug-
gested by various perfumes. To
carry out the theme, a perfume
favor will be distributed with each
program booklet.
President Gives Solo
The recital will be presented in
live parts. Hidemi Takeshita. the
president of the club, will introd-
uce and close the program with a
solo to the music of "American in
Paris." This will be followed by
"La Fantastique." as done by Har- -
Picture will be found on
page 7.
riet Winfield, Rosetta Wherley,
Betsy Western, and Linda Stauffer.
"Ivanov Caucasian Sketches" is
the title of the music. Next on the
program will be "Tigress"' and
"Jungle Fever," danced by Jo
Bruce, Gail Henry, Marty Klip-per- t,
and Gay Sinclair. They will
use the music "Jungle Drums."
''Nonsense," the third number,
will be danced by Selma Hokan-son- ,
Sally Anthony, and Fay
Marker. The musical background
will be "Pagan in Paris." Bring- -
) ing the program to a close w ill be
Georgi Robinson, nancy Jane
Frank. Marilou Harris, and Julie
McMillen in "Act IV." The
music for their number is "Bol-
ero." Each group has composed
its own dances. The club advisor
is Miss Faye Scott.
Reception Follows Program
There will be no admission
charge. A reception for the mem-
bers of Orchesis will be held im-
mediately following the program.
The recital and reception are bei-
ng sponsored by the Women's
Athletic Association.
Jan Lea Directs
Children's Play
Simon Big-Ear- s is the title of
the children's play which will be
?iven this year. This Independent
Study production will be present-
ed on Friday, March 11 at 4 p.m.
and on Saturday, March 12 at 10
a m. Janet Lea, a senior speech
major from Fredericksburg, Ohio
will be the director.
The story concerns a young, in-
nocent stranger who comes to visit
a totalitarian country where no
ne is allowed to do anything
without the consent of the queen.
The queen's permission must be
obtained in order to shave, to
awaken, or even to think. The
young stranger soon runs into diff-
iculty because of the queen's rul-lng- s
and as a consequence is
'brown into prison. After several
escapades, however, he is able to
escape execution and to show the
9ueen that the personal freedom
f her subjects is precious to the
kingdom.
Try-out- s for the cast were held
n February 8 and 9, in Scott
Auditorium. The names of the cast
"embers were not available as the
Paper went to press.
(
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Representative William M. McColloch
Addresses YR's At Lincoln Day Dinner
by Jack Scaff
Monday evening. February 14. at 6:15 p.m.. Upper Holden will
be the scene of the Noting Republicans' Lincoln Day Dinner. Presi-
dent of the 300 member club. Keith Henry, and Secretary, Marge
Fullerton. are expecting a full house. Following the dinner the speaker
for the evening, Congressman William McColloch. will deliver the
birthday anniversary address of America s Civil W ar president.
Born in Holmesville, Ohio, Mr. McColloch graduated from Woos-
ter High School and attended the College of Wooster from 1919 to
1921. He is the first alumnus to speak to the club and the only alumnus
now serving in Congress.
He received an LL.B. degree
from Ohio State Lniversity in
1925. the same year in which he
was admitted to the Ohio Bar. He
was appointed to the Florida Bar
in 1926 and elected to represent
Miami County in the Ohio House
of Representatives in 1932, to
which he was re-elect- ed for four
successive terms. Mr. McCulloch
also served as minority leader
from 1936 to 1939 (92nd General
Assembly). In 1939 he was elected
Speaker at the 93rd General As-
sembly and was re-elecl- ed Speaker
All those who are interested
in church-relate- d Locations
and uho would like to join
the DBS Caravaning group
should come to a workshop
on Thursday, February 17.
at 4 p.m. in the SCC room.
both in 1941 and 1943. He held
the office of Speaker in 1 he House
longer than any other man in
Ohio's history. During the bi-enneu- m
the cost of the operation
of the House of Representatives
was reduced 25 percent under the
figure for the previous bienneum.
Mr. McColloch entered the armed
forces in December 1943 and rose
to the rank of a major while serv-
ing with ihe American Military
Government in England, France,
and Germany.
Bill McColloch attended a one-roo- m
school prior to enrolling in
(Continued on Page Three)
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New Transfers
Join Campus Life
The arrival on the campus of
10 new students coincided with
the opening of the second semes-
ter. Stephen Arpee, a native of
Lake Forest, Illinois, is a Sopho-
more transfer from Princeton Uni-
versity. He plans to enter the
ministry. Another pre-ministeri- al
student is Creighton Bceching. a
Sophomore from Edwards. Miss.
Grelchen Brown is a Freshman
transfer from Ohio University
who wants to enter the field of
secondary teaching. Her home is
in Perrysburg, Ohio. Gail Duquet-
te, who plans to enter the ministry,
is a Freshman from Toledo, Ohio.
Another Ohioan is Freshman Billy
Harper, a pre-la- w student. He
comes from Dalton.
L. Rodney Johnson, who lives
in Wooster. is a Sophomore chem-
istry major from the University of
iseonsin. Another pre-ministeri- al
student is Samuel Neal. a Fresh-
man from Philadelphia. Pa.
A history major. Peter Pope
transferred from W ashington and
Lee University. He is a Sophomore
and comes from Hudson. Ohio. A
Sophomore transfer from Pennsyl-
vania State, Gene Phlegar is a pre-ministeri- al
student from McKees
Rocks. Pa. Tom Townsend is a
new Freshman from Detroit, Mich.
Ffe is interested in the field of
medicine.
RES m
Renowned Composer, Author, Lecturer
Speaks About 'Music In The Twenties'
by Barbara Harmon
Aaron Copland, noted composer, lecturer, and author, will
be at Wooster Wednesday evening, February 16, to present a
lecture in the Memorial Chapel at 8:15 p.m. The topic of his
talk will be "Music in the '20V .
Born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1900, Mr. Copland
studied music privately and composed his first work in 1920.
Since then he has been an instructor and lecturer on music at
the New School for Social Research, at Harvard, and at the
Berkshire Music Center, of which he is now assistant director.
College Begins
Fisk Exchange
Fisk and Wooster have ex-
changed students. Ann Dickerson
and Dave Lewis are here from
Fisk Lniversity in exchange for
Sue Swarts and Conrad Putzig.
who are studying at that school
this semester.
Majors in Psychology
Ann Dickerson is a Junior psy-
chology major from Columbus,
Ohio and is planning to go into
work concerned with child de-
velopment. At Fisk she was active
in the choir; Stagecrafters, the
school drama organization; Fisk
Forum, the school newspaper; the
International Student Center, a
campus center for foreign stu-
dents; and Delta Sigma sorority.
Miss Dickerson entered college
after her junior year in high
school on a Ford Foundation
scholarship.
Plans Law Career
Dave Lewis is a Junior history
major from Atlanta, Georgia. He
is using his history as a pre-
requisite to law school and is
planning to do his graduate study
at Yale. At Fisk he was chairman
of the debating team; associate
editor of the campus literary mag-
azine, The Herald; and a member
of the International Student Cen-
ter.
Sue Swarts, one of the students
representing W'ooster at Fisk, is a
Junior economics major from Mil-ro- y,
Pennsylvania. She is plan- -
The Rev. William Weaver,
Assistant Dean, Divinity
School, University of Chica-
go, will be on campus Wed-
nesday, February 16, to meet
with any students who are
interested in the Federated
Theological Schools of the
University of Chicago. Stu-
dents may begin making ap-
pointments Monday or Tues-
day, February 14 or 15, in
Mr. Barrett's office.
ning to go into the field of em-
ployment and is hoping to use
Fisk as a source for her inde-
pendent study, which deals with
the economics of fair employment
practices. On the W ooster campus
she was a member of THE Cor-
poration, the Girls' Chorus, and
Imps social club.
Conrad Putzig. a Sophomore
from Dearborn, Michigan, went to
Fisk in the hope of gaining first-
hand contact with the problem of
segregation in the South. He also
wanted to experience being a
member of a minority group. At
W ooster he was treasurer of L7CF
and a member of Seventh Section.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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The founder of the Copland
Sessions Concerts and the Ameri-
can Music Festival at Saratoga
Springs, he is also a member of
the Academy of Arts and Sciences,
the League of Composers, and the
National Institution of Arts and
Letters. In 1925 he received the
Guggenheim Award, and in 1930
he received the RCA Victor
Award. Both the Pulitzer Prize
for Music and the New York
Critics' Circle Award were pre-
sented to him during the 1944-4- 5
season for his composition "Ap-
palachian Spring."
Among Mr. Copland's many
compositions are the ballet suites
"Billy the Kid," "Rodeo," and
The second Open House
for students will be held on
Sunday, February 20, from
3:30 until 5 p.m. in the
Faculty Club. This event will
be for members of the class
of 1956. (Seniors who were
unable to be present at the
last Open House are cordially
invited to this one.)
"Appalachian Spring;" a "Con-
certo for Piano and Orchastra;"
his First Symphony, composed in
1925; his Third Symphony, writ-
ten in 1946; and numerous motion
picture scores. For one of the lat-
ter, "The Heiress," he received an
Oscar in 1950.
Cecil Michener Smith, author
and music critic, says of Mr. Cop-
land's music that it is "thoroughly
representative of the American
scene, and makes no obsequious
bows toward any foreign author-ity.- "
Mr. Copland's contributions to
the literary world include: What,
to Listen for in Music, Our New
Music, Twelve Poems of Emily
Dickinson, and Music and Imagin-
ation.
Following his visit here, Mr.
Copland will be at Oberlin Col-
lege for a Festival of Contempor-
ary Music, which will last from
February 17 through February 19.
Wooster Honored
The College of W'ooster is being
honored by the Presbyterian
Churches of the Ohio Synod on
Wooster Sunday, February 13. All
the congregations of the synod
will use a special cover about the
college for their service program.
The Men's Glee Club will go
to Dayton and the Girls' Chorus,
to Akron and Canton, where they
will participate in Sunday services.
Dean of Men, Ralph Young, will
speak in the Defiance Presbyterian
Church while caravans will go to
Scio and Carelton Churches.
Page Two
Blowing The Elephant's Horn
Voice of a Young Republican last week has caused another
young Republican to raise a voice in protest. To use foreign policy
as a political football for the advancement of any political party by
indulging in untrue generalizations and expounding misconceptions
is a sin that can hardly be justified when this nation needs unity at
home more than ever before. We are not suggesting that this nation's
foreign policy is above criticism, but we are suggesting that it is above
slanderous comment.
To this amateur observer, the foreign policy of the Eisenhower
Administration does not differ significantly from that of the Truman
Administration. John Foster Dulles, the present Secretary of State,
has served us as an influential member of the State Department under
the Democrats for a good many years. Certainly, the temperament of
Dulles does not differ significantly from that of the Democrats who
preceded him in the job of carrying on our relations with other states.
There have been no startling changes or striking innovations except
for the Atoms-for-Peac- e plan since the Republicans officially took over
the reins of government. This attempt to paint the Democratic foreign
policy as giving w;ay to bullies and appeasing aggressors while patting
the Republicans on the back for a so-calle- d return to "the basic Ameri-
can ideal" is little more than blowing the Elephant's horn a little
off-ke- y at that!
A foreign policy is not basically determined by any national
ideology; it is primarily an expression of national expediency tempered
by politics, interests, personalities, etc. Our support of Tito, Franco,
and tacit backing of Peron does not demonstrate a dislike for bullies
who might be our friends. There have been many times in our history
when we have not disapproved of aggression by our allies. Obviously,
this nation is grounded far more deeply in nationalism than in any
particular ideology or political parly.
Mr. Hornfeldt seems to define appeasement as any sort of com-
promise with the communist powers. According to this view, it is
better for us to draw a definite line "which the Chinese Communists
had better think twice before crossing." However, we must understand
that world tensions are not solved by uncompromising powers unless
by the use of naked force. Compromise is an implicit part of any suc-
cessful diplomatic negotiations.
Nothing needs to be said about the Monroe Doctrine as a sup-
posedly "foolhardy statement" or our claimed loss of the War of 1812.
A careful analysis of a good history text will probably dispel these
notions.
--J. C.
Russia Changes Premiers
Malenkov was too optimistic. He actually had planned to lull
the West to sleep with overtures of peace. The fact that Red China
helped keep us awake was definitely a thorn in Malenkov's policy.
He managed to keep things fairly quiet in Germany, but the Indo-
china scramble left no doubt that China was not playing Malenkov's
game of splitting the West. The Kremlin wanted to take time out to
placate the peasants and workers at home. However, Western action
is very much responsible for the present shake-u- p of the Presidium.
The big goal of the Malenkov policy was to prevent the rearming of
Germany. When the decision came to arm Western Germany, Mr.
Malenkov's foreign policy fell like a dead tree in a bad wind.
The wind storm just happened to be the Russian army and Khrush-
chev. Some time ago a lenient domestic policy was abandoned when
Mikoyan was forced out. It was about this time that Russia's new Num-
ber One Man, Mr. Khrushchev, started dictating the policy of Pravda.
Khrushchev's first plea was for a reduction in production of consumer
goods. e can expect that Bulganin will have a strong nationalistic
policy, but that is not as much a tragedy as it might seem. It is true
that heavy industry in Russia will remain identical with war production.
Khrushchev does, however, intend to stimulate trade which his country
so badly needs. He also came out against anti-religiou- s propaganda.
-
Before the recent reshuffle Molotov held the balance of power
between the two rival personalities, but it is expected that he will fol-
low along with the winner as he has been successfully doing since the
days of Lenin. He chose the figure-hea- d Bulganian over Khrushchev.
As for a hope of a divided Russian Soviet Government, there is
only a slight chance. Khrushchev has had considerable power since
Wrorld War II and he seems to have built up a very efficient ladder to
the top. Malenkov thought that he could be aided by Khrushchev as
well as control him, but when his own policy fell short of its claims,
Malenkov was swept out with the changing tides of Soviet Government.
There is no reason to subdue an intelligent optimism among
Western nations. Even with the loss of Mendes-France- , Europe will
continue to move toward prosperity and peaceful coexistence. Toler-
ance, Truth, and Trade are fast becoming the keys to a new and glorious
age of mankind.
Norm Morrison
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After an all-too-sho- rt absence from this publication, this more
or less aimless column returns to confuse and to torment its readers
(all three of them). Let it be my first official act in this new year of
journalistic enterprize to offer profuse and humble apologies for my
ill-fate- d article in the December 10 issue of the VOICE. All I can
say at this time is: "Sometimes one gets carried away, doesn't one?"
This is the year of the "great questionnaire blight." If I remember
correctly, the little number dealing with the underclass program was
the fourth opinion-sample- r to which many of us have been exposed
in these 19 short weeks. First, there was the selective sampling of student
opinion by the Religion-in-Lif- e Week Committee; next, we were hit
from both barrels by the Senate (on "name band" policy) and the
Men's Association (on pledging and Hell Week) ; finally, we received
our comprehensive examination when all able-bodie- d Senators descend-
ed upon the dining halls and saw to it that, if we didn't fill out a ques-
tionnaire, we at least carried one away from the place with us.
Now, don't get me wrong. I like questionnaires. There is nothing
that is any more relaxing and enjoyable than filling out a good, long
poll of personal opinion, unless it's a crossword puzzle. Many of the
most pleasurable hours of my life have been spent in marking X's or
check marks within little boxes before the words "yes", "no", or "un-
decided". But I sometimes wonder if the time and effort spent in such
exercises, both by him who fills out such a poll and by him who reads
and evaluates, or tries to evaluate, such a dearth of thought embedded
within such a mountain of graphite, really brings those who are guid-
ing policies any nearer to either the right decision or the popular de-
cision. Those in authority may, if they accept the recommendations
of the group polled, shift some of the responsibility for their actions
to the shoulders of those who voiced the majority response, but what
assurance is there that the resulting decisions will be any more right,
or even more expedient, than those based on the judgment of the lead-
ers alone?
To illustrate the above problem, let us consider the case of the
"name band fiasco." If a poll had been taken last fall on the question
of whether or not to bring a name band to Wooster, there would have
come in a thundering "yes" from those answering the thing. Many,
who were not interested in supporting such an enterprise, would have
merely neglected to answer the poll; others, who had no interest in it
themselves, would vole "yes" because they knew that some of their
friends would enjoy such an opportunity; still others, whose affection
for booster far surpassed their knowledge of the practical situation,
would feel that "if Oberlin can have concerts with a small combo,
Wooster can have a concert with a brass band." The result would have
been no different just more people to blame.
This same misleading quality of polls is illustrated every year in
the vote on Brotherhood meals. Each year over 75 of the student
body votes to institute these sacrificial meals, and each year over 759r
of the student body either goes out to eat one night more every month,
or else spends the mealtime in complaining about their hard lot. Yet
the poll itself showed that Wooster students were enough aware of the
world situation, and enough concerned, to want to do this small thing
in the way of help.
These examples could be multiplied by ten, at. least, from the
four questionnaires we've filled out this semester. ould you like
to see dorm discussion groups during Religion-in-Lif- e Week? "Yes!"
Would you attend and take part in such a discussion? "Maybe, if I'm
not too busy with dates, or homework, or activities, or playing bridge."
Would you black-bal- l a prospective section member? "How do I
know., until each specific instance arises?" And so on, ad infinitum.
The opinion poll is the question mark at the end of the human equa-
tion.
Anyone in a position of responsibilitv at booster, either on the
student or the administration side of the fence, should have enough
contact with enough members of the student body to get many of their
ideas directly, though perhaps the open "essay" questions of the opin-
ion polls do bring to light some fresh thoughts. But in the matter of
student reaction to measures about to be adopted, it seems as though
the person or persons with responsibility should be able to judge from
past experiences not only how greater Woosteria would react to the
idea in practice, but also how they would promise to react if tested
by a public opinion poll. In this area it is interesting to note that, in
any group whose members are known to one another, such as a class
or club, the outcome of student elections can be predicted with just
about 99 44-1000- e accuracy. This is surely a measure of student opinion
in one area.
Rut. if five or six other campus organizations decide to make use
of the talents of their sociology-majo- r members and do conduct opin-
ion polls next semester, count me in. I need a break from Western
Concepts of Man homework now and then.
Brotherhood Meals Hypocritical!
To the Editor:
The principle of Brotherhood Meals is a commendable one for
people who believe and practice it.
The vote is quite high in support of the meals yet there is a voiced
disapproval from more than the minority. Besides, discounting those
who don't attend the meals hut eat elsewhere, how manv of those who
had the soup and crackers fortify themselves later? This all adds up
to a sham not a sacrifice, or to use a term quite often heard around
these parts hypocrisy.
Another phase which should not be discounted lightlv is the right
of those individuals that compose the minority.
I propose that Brotherhood Meals either be discontinued or a more
sensible plan be put into existence, whereby the rights of the minoritv
would be honored and at least part of the sham would be eliminated.
Possibly at the time when dining cards are given out at Septem-
ber registration the people who favor the meals would be given stand-
ard cards with "Brotherhood Meals" stamped on them. The precise
number of students would then be known and a combination of dining
halls could easily be picked which would accomodate that number. The
remaining students would then he given a hall(s) at which the standard
dinner would be served. This system would exist only that one night
each month.
Bob Buchanan
Parmelees Play
Sunday Concert
"An Hour of Music for Piano
and Violin" will be presented bv
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Parmelee
Sunday, February 13, at 4 p.m
in the chapel. All are invited to
hear the music. Mrs. Parmelee will
offer Chopin Preludes for piano-forte-
.
Op. 28, Nos. 15 through
24. Mr. Parmelee will play L
"Prelude" and "Allegro" of
Kreisler, the "Nocturne" by Zyma.
nowski. and a little piece called
"How Old Is Song" by Henry
Cowell, in which the accompanj.
ment is strummed and plucked on
the piano strings. The last number
in the violin group is "Le Violons'
Amuse" by Jean Jean, arranged
by Zabach. The closing number
is the "Sonato in A Major" bv
Faure for piano and violin.
Loretta Conrad and Nancv
Moore will give a joint music r-
ecital on Sunday, February 20, at
8 p.m. in the chapel. They will
present several solos and end with
a combined performance of
Brahms' "Sonata in E Minor" for
piano and cello. Loretta Conrad,
pianist, will play a "Toccata" bv
Khachaturian, "Etude in E Major"
by Chopin, and "Aufswung" bv
Shumann. Nancy Moore, cellist,
will do Sammartini's "Sonata in
G Major," "Kol Nidri," based on
traditional Jewish themes, bv
Bruch. and "Requirebos," by Cas-sad- o.
Both Nancy and Loretta are
music education majors.
Frosh Debaters
Challenge Purdue
Wooster's Freshman debater-wil- l
travel to Purdue University
on February 11, to debate tie
question "Resolved that the United
States should extend diplomatic
recognition to Communist China."
Louise Morgan from Canton, Ohio,
and Dave King from Wooster will
make up the negative team. Those
on the affirmative are Donna Mus-se- r
of Marsha lville. Ohio, and
Dave Seyler from Dayton. The
members of the teams were chosen
through try-out- s and competition
and are coached by Miss Nancy
Thomas.
The Woman's Individual Event
will be held on February 18. Gail
Bond will represent Wooster in an
interpretive reading contest.
Saturday, February 19, is the
date which has been set aside for
the split team competition at Case
Institute in Cleveland. In comp-
etition of this type, the debaters do
not talk with their partners until
the day of the debate when par-
tners are acquired through a draw-
ing of names.
Baritone Sings
The Community Concert Ass-
ociation presents the third concert
of the season on Monday, Febr-
uary 21, at 8 :15 p.m. in the chapel.
The program will be given by
Lawrence Winters, baritone.
Born in King's Creek, South
Carolina, and graduated from
Howard University, Mr. Winters
is now the leading baritone of the
New York City Opera Company-H- e
is equally well-know- n as a
concert singer and has toured in
Europe and South America i"
addition to the United States. He
also toured with the Eva Jessye
Choir for three summers. He has
had roles in Aida. Love for Thret
Oranges, Tales of Hoffman. R'-alet- lo,
in which he received much
acclaim, and Porgie and Bess, in
which he sang the title role. His
program for the concert at the
college has not been announced.
The doors of the chapel will he
open at 7:30 p.m. the night of the
performance.
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MORE ON
McCulloch Speaks
Continued from Page One)
Wooster High. Small in stature
and weighing only 110 pounds,
he still wore short trousers w hen,
four years later, he entered the
College of Wooster. Here he ma-
jored in political science while
working during the summers on
a farm to earn funds for the con-
tinuance of his studies.
William McCulloch was elected
lo the 80th Congress on November
4. 1947 in a special election to
replace Robert F. Jones, who be-
came a member of the FCC. Upon
entering Congress he said: "It is
my intention to reduce the costs
of government wherever possible.
It's my theory that government
should provide only essential
services the people can't provide
for themselves .... The worth
of a congressman isn't measured
by the amount of so-calle- d easv
money he can log-rol- l out of the
federal treasury. His ability and
worth should be measured bv the
economics he can effect and the
log-rollin- g he can prevent."
Mr. McCulloch was re-elect- ed
to the 81st, 82nd. 83rd and 84th
Congresses. In the Congress he is
a member of the judiciary, small
business, and congressional cam-
paign committees. A member of
the Ohio State and American Bar
Associations, Mr. McCulloch is
married and has two daughters.
Following the dinner, the dining
room will be opened lo all out-
siders who wish to hear the
speaker.
country scene
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Completely washable.
Nationally advertised,
nd naturally most
"scene about" in town!
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Truly a scenic symphony with an exceptionally
harmonious color composition.
The convertible collar supplies the proper note.
The short button cuff is a fashion-favore- d first.
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'Outward Bound' Declared Success;
Has Excellent Set, Characterization
by Bill Whiting
It must be a feeling of great gratification to Bob Wettstone to
realize that his IS play, Outward Bound, was one of the theatrical
highlights of the year. It was very well-time- d, well-mounte- d, and well-acte- d.
The set was striking; the characterization generally excellent;
and the blocking sensitive and sensible.
Honors of the evening clearly
went to Mary Haupt, whose in-
terpretation of Mrs. Midget was
the brightest light in the play.
Her accent was delightful and
masterly; her face was a constant
comment on the action of the
play. At her final exit, there would
have been a great applause had
not the lump in everyone's throat
prevented it.
Jan Coulson as the snobbish
Mrs. Cliveden-Bank- s was triumph
number two of the evening. The
role could have been played in
many ways. She wisely played up
the comic elements, providing a
foil to the irritable Prior and the
pompous Lingley. I remember
Jan's geat job as St. Joan, re-
gretted her small part last year in
Mrs. McThing, and rejoice in her
large role in Outuard Bound,
which she performed with pre-
cision and sympathy.
A happy surprise was newcomer
Al Fdel. who walks off with first
prize in the men's competition. If
ever anyone looked and behaved
like a well-bre- d British clergyman,
Al Fdel did. From his first en-
trance, he created an impression
of competence and comfort that
steadily grew as the play unfold-
ed. He brought to the role an un-
derstanding and a delivery that
COTf aIPIE
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1 never realized people read this column until umpteen million
well-informe- d Wooster students demanded why there wasn't an in-
stallment last week. I guess 'tween-semester- s break and Religion-in-Lif- e
Week stymied most departmental clubs, girls' clubs, sections, and the
other organizations which make up this weekly diatribe. Of course the
groups that did have something going on I honest there weren't too
manv) are all about ready to have my scalp.
First of all, let's talk about Congressional Club. They have new
officers; Dave Little, speaker; Bob Dodd. clerk; and Fred Thayer,
treasurer. Dave delivered his inaugural address Thursday evening.
Now perhaps we should mix in some club formals. Pyramids and
Signets got together for their formal last Friday night. Theme?
Arabian Nights. With the help of scarfs, cushions, dark blue crepe
paper streamers, and "sparkly" swords Lower Babcock took on an
Eastern atmosphere. Howie Bovd"s dance band was surrounded by
streamers to give a tent effect. How one gets an effect like a tent is
one of the mystical secrets of the Pyramid and Signet hierarchy. Burning
incense (and you thought this was a Presbyterian college) and tinkling
bells completed the Arabian theme. Cake and punch were served during
intermission.
Saturday Kez and Peanuts managed to be even more Oriental with
their Ming theme. Aqua and black predominated; guess what the four
pillars in Lower Babcock were changed to you guessed it trees.
However, these were Chinese trees. Once again Howie Boyd's dance
band supplied the music. Refreshments consisted of brownies, mints,
cookies, and punch.
Now to come back to something a little more European, we can
investigate the language clubs. Betty Smyth showed slides of her sum-
mer in France to Le Cercle Francais last week. Betty was a member of
the 1954 summer study group, sponsored by the college and led by
Miss Cuille.
The German Club plans to go wild next Thursday with a puppet
show about Faust. Authentic German, '"made by members of the club
who don't have Wednesday afternoon classes" cookies will be served.
The meeting is scheduled for Thursday evening.
The first formal meeting of Lnited Christian Fellowship for the
second semester will feature Mr. William Gass speaking on ''Social
Philosophy." This is the first of a series of programs entitled "Your
Christian Faith and Modern Society." The series will run lo the end
of the semester.
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WOMEN'S DRESS SHOES
JUST ARRIVED SPRING COLORS & STYLES
IN ARTHUR MURRAY FLATS
See Our Window
AMSTER SHOE STORE
i
marked it distinctly as above aver-
age far, far above.
David Kuebbler had a difficult
part as Scrubby, the steward who
was lost young. One doesn't know
whether he's happy, melancholic,
or contented. Unfortunately, I'm
still not sure. But he was convinc-
ing in spite of the uncertainty,
though he displayed nervousness
occasionally and consequently got
started on the wrong foot on a few
lines.
Gail Steinhoff and Richard Jac-qu- a,
as the two lovers who tried
to commit suicide, were competent
but unconvincing. Towards the
end, Miss Steinhoff let loose with
some very fine emotional reading,
but her face remained compara-
tively immobile. The two parts are
a challenge, and the challenge was
met squarely, if not overpoweri-
ng)-.
John Hornfeldt made a promis-
ing appearance in the part of
Prior, a young drunk who ulti-
mately finds his salvation in his
inherent good. He looked better
than he sounded; when on stage,
he brooded and meditated in a
compassion-arousin- g way. But af-
ter three acts of screaming, his
voice ran a little thin and grating.
The same could be said of Ro-
bert Watson as Mr. Lingley, of
Lingley, Ltd. His frequent blow-
ups sounded very authentic but
they look their toil in the last act.
Still, his performance was able
and sensitive, and I'd like to see
more of him and Mr. Hornfeldt.
John Gooch had what I would
consider the most difficult role in
the piece. I think of the Examiner
as a grandfatherly type of person,
kind and understanding. Though
he had enough silver hair to make
Robert Frost or Carl Sandburg
writhe with envy, he neither walk-
ed nor talked like an old man.
But in accordance with this, he
played the part as a young man;
he wrung every line for laughs
(even when Mrs. Midget asked
him if there were any jobs where
they were going, and he answered,
"Plenty," it got a laugh) and
sparked the part with exuberance
and vitality.
Set Commended
The set, as I have mentioned
before, was an outstanding one.
It was well-lighte- d and well-equippe- d,
and a suitable setting for this
serio-comi- c play of the hereafter.
Although I seem to make a
point of picking out flaws, it is
my contention that that is what a
good review should do, in the
hope that they can be avoided in
the future. All in all, Outward
Bound "was good theatre, and Bob
Wettstone can justifiably be proud
of it.
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Hustling Forwards
Spill Eagles 84-4- 9
Led by the sharpshooting of
Tom Justice and Dick Gowin, the
Wooster JV's had little trouble in
trouncing the Ashland College
team in the preliminary game last
Saturday night. The two hustling
Scot forwards scored 45 points
between them as they broke the
game wide open.
Wooster hit on 41 percent of
their shots as they netted 32 of 78
chances with 15 of 34 of these in
the second half. Ashland hit a
mere 17 of 63. a
Scots Lead
The Scot JV's led 24-- 4 before
the Eagles were able to score their
first goal. The home team was
ahead 43-1- 8 at the halfway mark.
At the three-quarte- r mark, Woos-
ter led 68-3- 7 and finished very
strong with a winning margin of
35 points.
Writh a season's record of eight
wins and two losses, the JV's run
into some pretty rough competi-
tion tomorrow night when they to
meet the Akron JV squad in the
preliminary game. This home
game will begin at 6:30 p.m.
Wooster JV 84 G F T to
Gowin 8 5 21
Schubert 1 0 2
Walklet 14 6
Justice 10 4 24
Weiss 6 4 16
Romig 3 17
Klinger 3 1 7
Bland Oil32 20 84
Ashland JV 49 G F T
Russ 2 15
Chambers 5 0 10
Huffman 5 11 21
Berger 0 0 0
Speicher 0 3 3
Mack 2 0 4
Lowmaster 2 0 4
Harner 1 0 2 j
17 15 49
Halftime: Wooster 43, Ashland 18 !
Referees: Kennedy, Rice.
Mr. Robert Steiner of the
American Friends of the I
Middle East will be in Mr.
Barrett's office February 18,
in the afternoon.
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Bob Andrews and E. R.
Falck listen as Mose Hole
expounds his famous "sphe-
roid theory."
Munson Calls His
Harriers To Work
by Mac Hazel
While most people are shiver-
ing and shuddering at the sight of
the snow and slush that is now
making the general area a little
uncomfortable, and huddling in
the comparative warmth of the in-
doors to watch the winter games,
group of Wooster athletes are
looking forward to the warm days
of spring when they can don the
light garb of the harrier and hit
the cinders for the 1955 track
season.
This aggregation, which is ap-
proximately 45 strong, has been
doing calisthenics and limbering
up exercises under the supervision
of Coach Carl Munson since be-
fore the Christmas holidays.
Although it is a difficult chore
tell exactly how the Scot har-
riers will do in the forthcoming
campaign, several good prospects
have been discovered who should
make Coach Carl Munson's task
improve on last year's 2-- 7 re-
cord easier. They include letter-me- n
Fred McKirachan, Bob Rafos,
Bill Kardos, and Don Keene.
Other candidates who have
looked good in workouts thus far
are Cliff Amos, Stu May, Bob
Patterson, and Don Nyland.
The loss of standouts Bob oel-U- el
and Bill Prouty will naturally
be felt. However, Coach Munson
lias high hopes for the squad with
ihe important addition of Jerry
Smith.
WOOSTER
THEATER
(SATURDAY thru TUESDAY
Burt Lancaster
Gary Cooper
"VERA CRUZ"
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Allegheny Edges
Scof Ttank Team
by Ned Wolfe
On Saturday, February 5, a
powerful Allegheny team edged
out the Wooster tankmen by a
score of 46-3- 8.
Allegheny took the first event,
the medley relay, in a time of
3:10.9. The 200-yar- d freestyle
was won in a time of 2:12.4 by
Allegheny's White, with Wooster's
Swanson and Wolfe taking second
and third, respectively. First and
second place both were taken by
Allegheny in the 50-yar- d freestyle.
Poulson won in a time of 25.4
seconds, with Fisher taking sec-
ond, and Hunt of Wooster third.
Dungan Wins
The fourth event, the individual
medley, saw Wooster's Dave Dun-
gan take first place and also set
a new pool record with a time of
1:36.9.
In the fancy diving, first place
was taken by Watson of Wooster,
second by Allegheny's Rodgers,
and third place by Wolfe.
Wooster's only double winner.
Dungan, beat out Poulson of Alle-
gheny for a first place in the 100-yar- d
freestyle in a time of 51.3.
seconds. Third place was taken bv
Hunt.
Allegheny Pulls Ahead
In the 200-yar- d backstroke event
Allegheny's Cox and Perreca took
first and second, respectively,
with a winning time of 2:23.9.
Third place was taken by Woos-
ter's Evans.
The 200-yar- d breaststroke saw
Hill of Allegheny just edge out
the Scot captain, Warren Crain.
for a first place and a pool record
of 2:35.1. AI Crain took third
place.
White of Allegheny won I he
400-yar- d freestyle in a time of
4:46.4 with Wolfe and Evans tak-
ing second and third in that order.
The final event, the 400-yar- d
freestyle relay, was won by the
Wooster team of Hunt. Swanson.
Watson, and Dungan in a time of
3:55.4. making the final score
46-3- 8.
Treasure House
"Hobbies"
136 S. Grant St., Wooster
Phone 2-34- 08
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CE IN CONFERENCE
Marietta Edges Cagers In Close Game;
Mount Union Moves Into Second Place
by Paul Martin
Tough, yes it was. From the first whistle, and even before that
the crowd knew that it would be a tight game. It was so close that the
fans were afraid to cheer too loudly with the fear in their hearts that
they might break the spell that gave the Scots an early lead of H.5
For this was the game of the champions, and the winner would
almost definitely decide the basketball champion of the Ohio co-
nference. To Wooster it was the final peak of a long series of goals; thi
was it. And to Marietta, the defending champs, undefeated in league
play for the whole previous year and a half, it was a must. It was do
or die as they placed their cherished string on the line.
Scots Face Own Medicine .
No. 13, often the jinx of world
champions, played the role last
Saturday night as the fighting
Scots were forced to take a dose
of their own medicine. A wither-
ing full-cou- rt press and a blister-
ing fast break set the Scots reel-
ing as they went down by a count
ot 0.1-o- i in their 13th same of
the campaign.
This was the sixth victory for
Marietta and put them right at the
top of the Ohio Conference. It was
also their 19th straight win in
league play. The Scots still can
boast a season's record of 10 vic-
tories and three defeats with a 5-- 1
record in Ohio Conference play.
Marietta still must face Witten-
berg at home and Hiram and Mt.
Union away. They also have an
away game to be played at Mus-
kingum. Wooster now finds them-
selves in third place in the con-
ference standings. One victory
separates them from Mt. Union,
who has a record of 6-- 1.
The game was a terrific battle
as the score shows from a quick
glance. Added to this, you have
the fact that the score was tied
twice the first half, 26-al- I at the
halfway point, and was knotted
four times during the second per-
iod while the lead changed hands
12 times.
Fielder Is Difference
The margin of victory, a mere
two points, was a field goal. The
Pioneers made 23 of 66 shots.
Wooster 22 of 70. Of the 38 per-
sonals called in the game. 21 were
against the visitors. The Pioneers
had a slight edge from the free
4,
throw line as they made 19 of 30
chances. The Scots scored on 19
of 32 from the charity line.
Wooster had the greatest edge
in the rebound department as thev
pulled in 55 to the visitors' 36.
The difference in the game, how.
ever, was on the floor where the
Pioneers were far more alert, and
where they beat Wooster at their
own game of stealing the ball.
Jerry Smith snared 23 rebounds
from the boards and Tom Gustin
pulled in 18.
Welty Scores Three
Perhaps one of the happiest
events of the night came at the b-
eginning of the game when Chel
Welty opened for the Scots with
three quick field goals. Up until
this point, with the visitors behind
by a score of 11-5- , they had used
a zone defense. The Pioneers
promptly called a time out, and
when they came out again, the d-
efense had suddenly been shifted
to a man to man.
There was an abrupt change
in the outlook of the game as the
resulting full court press made it
difficult for the Scots to get the
ball over the center line in the r-
equired 10-seco- nd time limit.
Welty Hits 17
. ooster was held to 70 shol-fo- r
the entire game, approximate-
ly 16 under their previous average
for the season. High man for the
Scots was Chet Welty with 17
points. Dick Barrett and Jem
Smith each netted 15. Dan was the
high point getter for the visitors
as he scored 24 markers.
(Continued on Page Eight)
LAMPL "DANDY SHIRT"
95 0
The exciting "gaucho" . . . the shirt that's the rage! In
the most enticing colors . . . silky-smoot- h cotton broadcloth
that's washable and Tebilized for crease resistance. Saucy
pointed convertible collar, French cuffs. A top favorite in
bittersweet, navy, apricot, white or turquoise. Sizes 30 to 36.
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Scots Eye Runner-u- p Slot
With their hopes of a Conference championship shattered, the
Vooster Scots this week have their eyes set in a most determined man-
ner towards the runner-u- p slot in the Ohio Conference.
After dropping their first conference game to Marietta last Thurs-
day, the Scots have concentrated all of their work this week on whip-
ping both Denison and Akron. Wins over these two clubs would almost
certainly put the black and gold in second place for the final standings.
Akron Plays 6lst
With the starting whistle at tomorrow's game, Wooster and Akron
will be playing the 61st game in the rivalry between the two schools.
The Scots hold a slight edge over the years with their 31 victories. The
Zips defeated the Scots in the Akron Invitational Tournament during
the holidays and the home squad is bent on revenge with the decided
advantage of their own floor and a favorable crowd.
Wooster Not Mentioned
With the publishing of the NCAA and Ohio Conference statistics
for basketball last week, it was discovered, and not to our surprise,
that there were no Wooster players mentioned in the top 20 scorers in
either loop. The old days of Weckesser, Shaw, Holt, and Voelkel seem
to be forgotten this year with a team that has concentrated on spreading
the glory around and keeping the defense worried about everyone.
Each of the Scot varsity is liable to break loose on a spree at any
time and that is what makes them such a threat to their opponents.
Jerry Smith leads the scorers with 175 points. Bud Barta has 171, Tom
Gustin 165 and Dick Barrett 156.
Gustin tops the rebounders with 230. Smith follows him with 193.
All of these figures are accurate as of last Saturday. Wooster has out-score- d
their opponents this year 1101-918- . Gustin stands second in the
Ohio Conference in rebounds and Jerry Smith ranks fifth. The Scots
also rank as the 22nd team in the nation as far as defense is concerned.
Serenity Fades
Aext week we will move from the sublime to the ridiculous as this
page will also participate in the Wooster Vice issue. e hope that
ou 11 enjoy the antics of the start as we try to put together a page that
really fantastic. You mean there s a difference:
say Be lentine" with
The request to "Be My Valentine"
is one of the nicest compliments
you can give. Add to that compli-
ment by sending Hallmark
Valentines that show "you care
enough to send the very best."
Choose yours soon at
MUSKOFF DRUGS
WOOSTER HOTEL BUILDING
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George, a senior from Los
Angeles, California, is the
outstanding spark plug and
scorer on this year's varsity
basketball squad.
Chester Grange
Whips Scot JV's
Chester Grange cagers defeated
the Wooster College junior var-
sity last Thursday night at the
College. In the evening's prelim-
inary game, the "Wayne County
team went ahead early in the first
period of plav and were leading
the JV's 21-1- 8 at the halfway
mark.
Dale Weygandt was the high
man for both teams as he netted
15 points. Tom Justice was the
high scorer for the Scots as he
tallied 12 points. This was far be-
low his season's average.
Chester scored on 15 of their
46 shots from the field, while
Wooster hit on 14 of 58 shots.
The Scots were whistled for 20
personals and the visitors tallied
23 of their 35 shots. The JV squad
scored on 8 of 14 chances with
eight Chester fouls called.
Chester Moves Ahead
With the score tied at nine-al- l
halfway through the first period.
Chester moved into the lead 17-1- 1.
and the Scots were onlv able to
come as close as three points after
that. This margin came at the
whistle at the end of the first half.
Within five minutes after the
start of the second half, the
Grange had run their lead to a
ten-poi- nt advantage and with eight
minutes to plav, thev were ahead
38-26- .
Chester Grange 53 G F T
Welty 3 4 10
Lowe 3 1 10
D Weygandt 5 5 15
Guenther 1 2 4
Ogden 1 2 4
Andrews 14 6
H Weygandt . 10 2
Wasson 0 2 2
15 23 53
Junior Varsity 36 G F T
Gowin 4 0 8
Galehouse 0 11
Walklet ... 2 1 5
Justice ...... 5 2 12
Weiss 2 2 6
Romig 12 4
14 8 36
Scots Win Second From Eagles 93-7- 5;
Morris, Welty Each Ttally 18 Markers
by Paul Martin
In two previous games this season, Wooster has been oulscored
from the field but has won both times, principally because they have
been able to stay in front with their great accuracy from the free
throw line. In last Saturday night's game with Ashland, exactly the
opposite was true as the Scots led in the output of field goals but had
their margin of victory cut because of the withering barrage that the
Eagles put up from the charity line.
Ashland dropped the contest by a score of 93-7- 5, but they tallied
on 37 of 46 chances from the free throw line. It must be granted that
the second half was a runaway for the Scots, but the visitors made the
game interesting throughout the first 20 minutes. The score was tied
five times before Wooster was able to get into the lead with a score
of 42-3- 7.
Scots Win Eleventh
This was the Scots second win
over Ashland and their sixth non-leagu- e
win. Mose Hole's cagers
now hold a season's mark of 11
wins in 13 games. Ashland holds
a record of five wins and seven
losses. Tomorrow night the Scots
will face the Akron Zips in what
promises to be one of the best
games seen in the local court this
season.
Ashland had both of the high
scorers on their side as Ron Pratt
tallied 22 points, and Miller scor-
ed 19. By Morris and Chet Welty
each garnered 18 points for the
home team.
The Scots hit for a little less
than 33 percent of their shots as
they scored on 37 of 105 chances.
Ashland was only able to get
away 58 attempts and ihey scored
on 19 of these.
Jerry Smith again showed the
Scots the way to the back boards
as he pulled 20 rebounds away
while Tom Gustin followed with
16. Wooster led the visitors in this
department with a total of 65 as
opposed to 44 gathered by Ash-
land.
Ashland Scores Eight Fouls
Ashland tallied their first eight
points on foul shots and to tie
the score at eight-al- l ; Wooster had
hit for four long fielders. This was
typical of the entire game.
Welty and Morris put the Scots
into a 26-2- 0 lead but the Eagles
lied the count at 26-26- . After ex-
changing the lead several times,
Rarta and Smith led Wooster to
the front, and at the half they led
12-3- 7.
f
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Wooster had outscored the visi-
tors 16-1- 0 from the field, but from
the free throw line, the Scots' 10
of 13 were bettered by the Eagles
as they hit on 17 of 21 attempts.
Ashland Slips
After only two minutes of play
in the second half, Ashland had
fallen behind by a count of 52-3- 9.
Wooster hit consistently from
the field as they ran the score to
69-5- 1 with only eight minutes
played.
Throughout the second half
Wooster outscored the visitors
with a field goal advantage of 51-3- 8.
The Eagles scored on 20 of
25 foul shots, while Wooster made
nine out of 19. The Scots were
whistled 25 times for personal
fouls while the visitors were only
seen on 19 of theirs.
Wooster 93' G
Morris 9
Barrett ... .. 0
Gustin 5
Welty 8
Barta
Smith
Kim
Dixon
Totten
5
6
0
2
1
Andrews 0
Ashland 75
Pratt 4
Miller 6
Partell 3
Kemp 3
Wilgus
.... 3
Zody 0
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
They Deserve Your Support
The Wayne County Natl Bank
Discuss Your Financial Problems With Us
Established 1845 Member F.D.I.C. Phone 3-30- 75
WE ARE LARGE ENOUGH
TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS
AND SMALL ENOUGH
TO APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Opposite Fairgrounds
Phone 2-80- 15
rDIE Ri&nr CviLC
i4 ofims- -
AFTER ALL, WE'RE IN
A CDlLtCAIXEte IDV PREPARE
oursclvesOURLVES FOUfor UF.Lire.
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F T
0 18
0 0
4 14
2 18
5 15
3 15
2 2
37 19 93
G F T
14 22
7 19
1 7
2 8
8 14
5 5
19 37 75
Halftime: Wooster 42, Ashland 37
Referees: Papp, Grant.
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Swimming Squad
Wins From Akron
by Ned Wolfe
The Wooster Tankmen won
their second meet of the season
last Tuesday as they defeated Ak-
ron University 48-3- 6 at the Akron
Memorial Pool.
Akron started the meet off with
a victory in the medley relay with
a time of 3:25.7 followed by a
first place in the 220-yar- d free-
style. Scots won the latter event
with a time of 2:35.5. Dave Swan-so- n
and Ned Wolfe took second
and third places respectively for
Wooster.
Scots Rally
Wooster then fought back with
a first in the 50-yar- d freestyle as
Sam Hunt won the event with a
time of 26.3 seconds. Allen of
Wooster took a third in this event.
Adding six more points to their
total, the Scots copped first and
third in the individual medley.
Dave Dungan led in this event
with a time of 1 :42.2. Akron's Mc-Man- us
was second and Dave Mes-
sina of Wooster finished third.
Lengyel of the Zip swimmers
took first in the fancy diving while
Watson and Wolfe took second
and third in that order. Once
again Dungan and Hunt tallied
points as they finished first and
third in the 100-yar- d freestyle.
The winning time in this event was
56.9. Bill Auten placed second.
The Zip tankmen then rallied
to win the 200-yar- d backstroke
as Watral led the field with a
final time of 2:48.3. Evans and
Taylor of Wooster finished second
and third.
Crains Win Breaststroke
Splashing through in first and
second places in their specialty,,
the Crain brothers garnered eight
points for the Scots in the 200-yar- d
breaststroke with a time of
2:48.2. George Auten of Akron
finished third.
In the 440-yar- d free style, Roots
of Akron took the honors as he
copped the event with a time of
5:55. Ned Wolfe placed second
followed by Watral of Akron.
In the final event, the 400 yard
free style relay, the Scots easily
won with a winning time of
4:03.9. A victory in this event
swum by Hunt, Swanson, and Dun-pa- n
gave the Scots a 48-3- 6 win.
TAYLORS'
Your Safest Shoe Store
HEADQUARTERS
for
"OFFICIAL"
BASKETBALL
SHOES
A SURE HIT WITH
YOUR VALENTINE!
IT'S NEW!
IT'S EXCITING!
IT'S EXCLUSIVE!
Only Wesdnghouse
HAS IT!
IT'S THE NEW
1955 WESTINGHOUSE
REFRIGERATOR
with the Twin-Juic- e
Fountain
Serves 2 Kinds
Delicious Fruit Juices
freshly mixed instantly
See It Demonstrated At
IMHOFF & LONG
E. Liberty Phone 2-99- 16
8 0S and 10.05 : t
Coming soon the Sauter-Finega- n
Band. Sponsored by
the Student Senate, they will
play in the Chapel March 8.
Second Tops Third
For Eighth Victory
by Mac Hazel
Activity in the intramural cage
league slackened its pace this week
with only two games being played
on the hardwoods.
Second gained its eighth win
against two losses by trouncing
Third, 61-2- 2, after holding a 20-poi- nt
edge at halftime. Andy
Stevenson led the victors in the
point making department by
throwing in 22 markers while Bob
Tignor hit for 18 and Bob Hull
netted 12. John Tunison had 10
points to lead Third.
With a 13-poi- nt lead at inter-
mission, 32-1- 9, Seventh went on
to beat Sixth, 54-5- 1. Bernie Davis
was high man for the Tri Kaps
with 17 points, followed by Bob
Bush and Bill Stoner who scored
14 and 10 markers respectively.
REAR VIIW OF HENRY VIII ON THRONI
Galen R. Fisher
University of California
. I OUT
IN
FRONT OF STORI
SELLING ELEVATED SHOES
Robert E. Collum II
Adelphi
FIREPOLE IN CITY WHERE
MAYOR'S BROTHER OWNS PIPE FACTORY
William C. Jankowski, Jr.
Boston University
ARRIVAL OF IDEA
BEFORE THOMAS EDISON
Carol Hannum
Washington State
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Sharks Rehearse
For March Show
The Women's Athletic Associa-
tion postponed all basketball
games this week to permit full
participation of all players in the
activities of Religion-in-Lif- e Week.
Next week's games find two un-
defeated teams, Trumps and
Sphinx, vying for first place in
League I on Monday night. Nell
Kincaid's Kids vs. Bowman and
the Left-Over- s vs. the Hilltoppers
are also playing on Monday
night. Wednesday night Kez play
the Hoover Hotshots, Peanuts play
against the Hilltoppers and West-
minster meets Nell Kincaid's Kids.
The water ballet club, Sharks,
continues rehearsals for the re-
view which is to be given March
21, 22, and 23.
The Scot bus leaves the gym
every Friday afternoon a few
minutes after sixth hour to go to
the bowling alleys just outside of
town. A coed bowling club, man-
aged by Florie Macleod, uses the
alleys for 40 cents a line, 20 cents
if you set your own pins.
t
-
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LET'S BEAT AKRON, SCOTS!
THE SHACK
Your Center for Records and Record Players
WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER
Southeast Corner Public Square Phone 2-58- 86
Come in and Select Your
VALENTINES
from our large and complete stock
THE GIFT CORNER
Now That You Are Rid of Those Zam-Zam-Exam- s;
Good Luck for the Next Stretch!
Drop in and try us
for those Good DONUTS
THE POINT
is famous for.
Hours: 7:30 A.M. 11:30 P.M. Closed Monday
Sunday 5:00 P.M. 11:30 P.M.
1829 Cleveland Road Dial 2-59- 60
ALL NEW ! LUCKY "DROODL.ES !
A STUDENT'S BEST FRIEND is Lucky
Strike. At any rate, the greatest,
up-to-dat- est college survey shows
that college smokers prefer
Luckies to all other brands and
by a wide margin. Once again,
the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste
better. They taste better, first of
all, because Lucky Strike means
fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco
is toasted to taste better. "Ifs
Toasted" the famous Lucky
Strike process tones up Luckies'
light, good-tastin- g tobacco to
make it taste even better. Luckies
taste better anywhere, any time,
as illustrated in the Droodle
WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.
Lucky Droodles are pouring in! Where
are yours? We pay $25 for all we use, and
for many we don't use. So send every
original Droodle in your noodle, with its
descriptive title, to Lucky Droodle, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
above, titled: Skier enjoying
Lucky while whooshing under
bridge. Next time you make tracks
to a cigarette counter, Be Happy
Go Lucky. Enjoy the better-tastin- g
cigarette . . . Lucky Strike.
CIGARETTES
Rjtoi tcte ..MOlIIES ASIE DuMIl..C(W,FootW!
5A.T.CO. product or AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES
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Whiting Enlightens On 'Muse Abused';
Gives Background Of '55 Gum Shoe
by Bill Whiting
That remarkable man-about-the-theat- re. George Spelvin (who,
for the uninitiated, is a mythical name under which editors of Theatre
rts hide, among other functions) recently made a wonderful state-
ment: '"Did you ever read any of those pieces in the Sunday New York
Times or Tribune on 'How I Happened to Write the Masterpiece Which
Is Opening Next Tuesday?' They are all the same piece, with different
names and they stink of false modesty."
I shall make a conscientious ef- -
fort not to stink of false modesty,
hut that's what this article is main-
ly about how I happened to
write this masterpiece which is
opening a week from Wednesday.
There has been a lot of talk
(mostly by mel going around
campus about The Muse Abused
and a lot of questions (mostly
from the cast) on what it is about.
Whenever I go out on a limb and
cautiously say, ''It's about the En-
lightenment, set in the court of
Frederick the Great, and the main
characters are Frederick, Bach.
Goethe, and Voltaire," I usually
jet fishy stares in reply and the
conversation shifts to the next bas-
ketball game. I don't blame
people for the fishy stares. The
Enlightenment certainly doesn't
sound like an ideal topic for a
musical comedy. Mavbe it isn't.
History Made Interesting
Last year. I took a course in
Western Civilization from Mr.
Stanley Stembridge, who proved
conclusively that history can be
interesting. When Mr. Stembridge
sot around to dealing with the
famous Prussian king, Frederick
the Great. I was fascinated. In my
notes. I preserved a few of his
remarks: '"Frederick William I
. . .
had no use for the arts . . .
but his son was different. He liked
lo read Latin poetry and play his
flute . . . Frederick thought of
himself as an enlightened despot.
Very much influenced by French
ideas, especially Voltaire, he con-
sidered himself a servant of the
state . . . His court at Sans Souci
was a brilliant collection of writ-
ers and artists of the time, includi-
ng Voltaire. But Frederick had
no use for Goethe, who was then
flourishing. 'What sort of fellow is
ihis Goethe?' queried Frederick,
'writing in German!' Frederick
considered French the onlv civili-
zed language, and claimed he
even dreamed in it . . . Himself
a good musician, Frederick en-
couraged music and Bach, who
visited him at his palace ... In
his old age he became unkempt
and covered with snuff, and died
in a chair at the age of 74."
Studied Frederick
This was sufficient to start my
imagination working. At the same
lime I was taking second year Ger-
man from Mr. Guise, another in-
structor with a flair for making
his subject matter interesting. In
that class we studied Frederick at
close hand, reading his letters and
contemporarv accounts of his life
in Sans Souci. We also gave
Goethe the once-ove- r, along with
a touch of Johann Sebastian Bach.
Being already quite exposed to
Bach through the efforts of Gore,
Carruth, and Company. I then
conceived an idea: what was it
lik? when Frederick and Bach got
logether? The western civ texl-hoo- k
also informed me thai. "Vol-'air- e
himself came as a guest to
'he Prussian court, and there were
long conversations and witty inter-
changes until the 'prince of phi-
losophers' went too far in correcti-
ng the amateur poems of the
Prussian king."
(Continued on Page Eight)
DIAMONDS WATCHES
LahmDs Jewelry
221 East Liberty St.
Phone 2-99- 69 t
MORE ON
Fisk Exchange
(Continued from Page One)
A tentative philosophy major, he
is planning lo enter the ministry.
Fisk University is a liberal arts
school in Nashville, Tennessee,
with no racial or religious re-
quirements. However, until the re-
cent Supreme Court decision,
slate law had kept the school from
fulfilling these provisions of its
charter.
The spiritual as an American
contribution to the musical art of
the world, was introduced by the
Jubilee Singers, a group of Fisk
students who went on tour in 1871-7o- .
These singers created a Fisk
tradition in music and art that is
still maintained today by a similar
group.
The school also participates in
exchange programs with Oberlin,
Pomona, and Whittier Colleges.
Fisk was founded in 1865 by
the American Missionary Associa-
tion to provide "for the colored
people of the South the advan-
tages of a Christian education."
In 1953-5- 4 726 students were en-
rolled in the school, which is re-
cognized by the New York State
Board of Regents, the Association
of American Universities, and the
American Association of Univer-
sity VI omen. It has a Phi Beta
Kappa charter and is a participant
in the Rhodes Scholarship plan.
There are eight national fraterni-
ties and sororities. The campus
church is non-denomination- al.
I
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FCC Committee
States UN Plans
We Under Way
Saturday, March 12, is the dale
for the mock L'niled Nations As-
sembly meeting lo be held at
Oberlin College. The Four Col-
lege Conference Committee re-
ports that plans are under way
for an informative session to be
conducted in strict UN fashion.
Recent rule changes have been
made in order that the session
will be more like that of an as-
sembly meeting rather than a par-
liamentary debate. The entire pro-
gram will be based on a regular
General Assembly session with
students previously chosen rep-
resenting the Secrelary-Genera- l
and the heads of various delega-
tions. Next Tuesday a list will he
posted in center Kauke on which
those desiring to participate may
sign for the country of their
choice. However, once a student
is committed to a country, he can-
not change his status during the
sessions. Wooster has been chosen
to represent the Soviet Linion.
while Oberlin will argue the L'ni-
led States viewpoint. Participating
students have a choice of 14 other
countries that they can represent.
Two Topics Scheduled
The two topics lo be discussed
are the Arab-Israel- i question and
the proposed admission of non-memb- er
countries to the United
Nations. Both of these topics will
be discussed during the day. but
not simultaneously; ihus permit-lin- g
students lo participate in bolh
debates.
Transportation will be fur-
nished to and from Oberlin, but
all delegates must pay for their
own meals. The bus will leave
about 8 a.m. and return to Woos-
ter by 11 p.m. Saturday.
All students who sign the list
and then find that they are nol
able to go must either pay their
money or find a substitute.
Assorted Chocolates
tempting variety of the finest milk
chocolates, and dark chocolates with creams,
nuts, crisp and chewy centers.
$135 so
lb. box tt
60
2 lb. box
You won't have to tell her - she'll know,
when you give her Russell Stover candies.
Because they are the finest you can buy,
they say more than words!
0t h ,v !
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Seen preparing for the Modern Dance Recital, entitled
"Scentimental Journey," which will be held tonight, February
11, in the Gymnasium, are these five dancers: front row Demi
Takeshita, Harriet Winfield back row Nancy Frank, Jo
Bruce, Selma Hokanson.
The Perfect Valentine
Gifts That Win Her Heart and Hand
Eisenberg Cologne $2.50
Eisenherg Jewelry S5.00 up
Satisfies Her Love of Luxury
Pins, Earrings, Necklaces and Bracelets
Jeweled Lipsticks, Compacts and Lighters
Beulah Bechtel Shop
(Fashions of Distinction)
on V l tine s Day!
(
.,- -. FEB.
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CANDIES
Valentine "Heart"
tempting assorted chocolates, in a beautiful
red foil heart-shape- d box.
1 lb. HEART
Other Heart Boxes 80c to $7.50
- 8 5
FRANK WEUS
DRUG STORE
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MORE ON
Gum Shoe Hop
(Continued from Page Seven)
This was too much for my over-
worked imagination, and I started
writing a preliminary sketch of
what I thought such a situation
might be. The more I wrote, oddly
enough, the longer it became. I
realized that some other elements
were needed to give the plot in-
terest, and I introduced the main
character, Marguerite; in what
capacity I will leave to the audi-
ence to find out.
Worked Summer Stock
I had done some work in sum-
mer stock, and was thoroughly
imbued with what is referred to
in English courses 349, 350, and
398 as the critical theory of tra-
gedy. This is far from tragedy (I
hope), but I wanted to give it a
leg to stand on and some thoughts
that might stick with the audience
after the whole thing was over.
And those are the basic compon-
ents of The Muse Abused.
New Elements Added
I had also another purpose in
mind: to try something different
in the Gum Shoe Hop. Tradition
cannot exist without an occasion-
al jab in the arm; so I sharpened
my hypodermic needle (figura-
tively speaking, of course) and
introduced some new elements:
Two sets, built an a rather grand
scale; rented costumes as well as
new ones designed by Barbara
Johnston; and a new idea in the
line of a chorus. There is no huge
chorus that pushes each other on-
to an already over-crowde- d stage,
warbles a ditty or two, looks
foolish, and pushes each other off
again. The chorus consists of four
female voices, each a competent
soloist in her own right. The act-
ors and actresses were chosen pri-
marily for acting ability, second-
arily for singing ability (though
let me add they are doing a fine
job in that respect, too). I was
guided by the hand of Providence
to the talent of Loretta Conrad
who has created one of the most
distinguished and distinctive scores
I have ever heard in an amateur
production.
Well, that is how I came to
write this masterpiece that's open-
ing a week from Wednesday in
Scott Auditorium. I sure hope you
all like it.
Shakespeare-W- as
He A Fraud?
William Shake speare, over
whom students have sweated for
more than three centuries, is pos-
sibly history's biggest fraud.
It is more than likely, says the
current issue of Esquire Maga-
zine, that William Shakespeare
wrote none of the great plays at-
tributed to him, but merely signed
his name to them, under an ar-
rangement with the real author,
Christopher Marlowe.
That is the contention of a
Shakespeare scholar, Calvin Hoff-
man. His theory that Marlowe
wrote the "Shakespeare" plays is
explained by author Robert Heil-brone- r
in the Esquire article, "The
Murder of the Man Who Was
William Shakespeare."
"Murder" is the correct word.
History tells us that Marlowe was
stabbed to death in a tavern brawl
several months before Shakespeare
published his first play. But his-
tory, says Hoffman, is wrong.
Hoffman has a hunch that the
original manuscripts - bearing
Marlowe's signature are buried
with Lord Walsingham in his
tomb. But he must get permission
to open the tomb from the Vicar
of Chislehurst. Thus far, the vicar
has refused permission.
:.95 and $10.95
New Writers Arise!
Cast In Your Work!
Writers of fiction, poetry, and
articles are eligible to enter the
writers' contest for college under-
graduates now being sponsored by
the Ohio Valley Writers' Confer-
ence. The prizes for the contest
are scholarships, paying for tui-
tion, room and board, to the first
annual Ohio Valley Writers' Con-
ference at Marietta College, which
will be held from August 28 to
September 3, 1955. Several guest
writers will conduct classes, work-
shops, seminars, and hold indi-
vidual meetings for students at the
conference.
The scholarships will be award-
ed to the winners of each of the
following divisions: fiction, poet-
ry, and articles. The deadline for
entries is April 15, 1955. They
will be criticized by staff members
of the conference. Winners will
be announced May 15, 1955. For
further information, see announce-
ment on the VOICE bulletin
board.
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Coffee-Drinke- rs
Meet Rep. Bolton
The Institute of Politics is
sponsoring a coffee hour for Re-
publican Congressman Oliver P.
Bolton on Thursday, February 17
at 4 p.m. in Babcock Lounge. Up-
on his discharge from five years
of armed service, Representative
Bolton attended Harvard and
Western Reserve Law School,
where he received his LL.B. de-
gree and was graduated with
honors in 1947. In 1948 and 1949
he became chairman for the Ohio
Young Republicans, and in 1950
and 1951 he served as Young Re-
publicans National Committeeman
from Ohio. He was elected to the
83rd Congress in 1953, and re-
elected to the 84th Congress.
Frances Bolton, the mother of
Representative Bolton, serves now
as a Congresswoman. Together
they make the only mother-so- n
combination in Congress. Repre-
sentative Bolton has ties with The
College of Wooser in that his bro-
ther, Charles Bolton, is a trustee
of the College.
MORE ON
Marietta Game
(Continued from Page Four)
The Scots had to come from
behind with two quick field goals
at the half to tie the score at 26-2- 6.
The second half was much
closer than any game will be
around here for a long time to
come. It looked as if Wooster
might come through with a win,
but in the closing minutes of the
final period, Marietta pulled up
to the tiring Scots and then quick-
ly shot right on by.
Wooster Leads
Wooster led 59-5- 4 with five
minutes to play and then every-
thing seemed to fall apart. The
front line defense seemed to
loosen up as Marietta worked
the ball in from the outside. A few
drive shots and two free throws
helped to cement the game. The
Scots were unable to get off a de-
cent shot because of the harrow-
ing man to man defense, and they
could not tie the score, which read
at the close of the game 63-6- 1.
It was a heartbreaking finish,
but also a loss to a real champion.
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i DORMAIERS
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty St.
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BASEMENT
SALE
WINTER
JACKETS
ALSO
OUR SEMI-ANNUA- L
SALE
urr llr i r
j Reg. $1.50 $2 $2.50
BRENNER BROS.
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,, You'll smile your approval of Chesterfield's I tS?' Ilt;7f-- i smoothness-mildness-refres- hing taste. ii 'W&kI fjy t UaIIfm You'll smile your approval of Chesterfield's f dGR' mlWuW I '
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Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
